
 

CO2 ‘Global Warming’ failed. Scientific forecasts must now take-over 
http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No03.pdf  News+Comment blog http://bit.ly/19Wgmzv  etc 
News & Forecasts: www.WeatherAction.com +442079399946, +447958713320    9 Jan 2014 

The idea that recent weather Extremes around the 
world are driven by Man-made Global Warming / 
“Climate Change” is delusional nonsense:- 
 Propagated by fraudsters, tax-grabbing political parties, swindling Energy and Oil  
  companies in the Carbon racket and brainwashing BBC and other deluded media; 
 Followed by logically challenged politicians and misguided green campaigners; 
 Causing energy and food price hikes and ruining the world economy. 

  
Warmist parasites & Climate Tourists stuck in Antarctic summer ice they claimed was melting     N/E US ~Jan6,7,8 etc Extreme Cold, predicted by WeatherAction 
 

Massive seas Wales & damaging winds Jan 3, underestimated by MetO, predicted by WeatherAction 18d ahead.           Ship cast ashore N Holland in major  
                                                                                                      storm and winds Dec 5-6 under-estimated by MetO, predicted by WeatherAction 3wk before. 
 

Piers’ Severe storm South Britain & Ireland 28th Oct, underforecast by MetO, predicted by WeatherAction 23 wks ahead. 
 

Super typhoon Yolanda/Haiyan ramped up in WeatherAction TopRed R5 period of rapid cyclone development 4-6 Nov. 



The Sun not CO2 drives weather extremes & Climate Changes 
Real Climate Change is Solar-climate-change 

 All, or almost all, major storms and snow events in 
Britain+Ireland, Europe and USA since October were long-
range predicted by WeatherAction using solar activity. 
 The CO2 climate change theory predicted nothing and has 
never successfully predicted anything. 
 There is no evidence that any of the extreme events were 
anything to do with CO2 warmist theory but solid evidence 
they were driven by predictable aspects of Solar activity. 

 All of WeatherAction’s 12 Top Red R5 and R5+ Weather periods since October inc gave 
predicted storm developments; and WeatherAction warnings that standard MetO forecasts would 
underestimate wind strengths in ~those periods were confirmed.  

The 12 R5/R5+ periods were: October: 5-6th  (Ire floods); 13-14th NW Br+Ire;  19-23rd(208th anniv of Traflagar Night storm 1805); 
27-30th  Piers Corbyn’s severe storm of Oct 28th for South Britain + Ireland first predicted by WeatherAction 23 Weeks ahead*  
* Piers Corbyn’s presentation to GAFTA (Grain & Feed Trades Assoc) conf Geneva May 2013, slide 53 http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No43.pdf  
November:    4-6th (involved some snow in North);    9-10th ;   17-19th (NorthWest);    24-26th (North) 
December:  2-5th & 6-7th Major storm 5-6th largely in North with North Sea coastal surges;   14-16th;    R5+ 31st –2nd Jan (Weather 
period 1-3rd (NB all forecast dates are +/-1day) Severe winds and coastal storm attacks Jan 3rd  

 In the one period where a storm system arrived outside a major R period (ex-USA storm system 5/6 Jan) WeatherAction 
warning that winds were likely being overhyped by standard Met was confirmed http://bit.ly/19Wgmzv    

WeatherAction Solar-Lunar Theory works  
 Many of The extreme storms and events since October inc in 
Britain & Ireland have been reportedly worst for ‘around 20’ or 
‘around 60 years’ (North Sea surge) . These are natural cycles – 
the ~22yr magnetic cycle of the sun and the ~60yr Solar-Lunar 
beat period of Piers Corbyn’s Solar-Lunar-Action Technique, 
SLAT (See GAFTA Present slides 22,23). 
 CO2 warmist theory can explain NOTHING. There is no 
evidence for it only evidence against. 
 Warmistas say it wasn’t climate it was “just weather” (winds) 
which got their Climate tourist ship stuck in Antarctic summer ice!  
Well they didn’t say that when WeatherAction pointed out the 
‘extra’ Arctic ice Sept 2012 was fiction, put there by wind and 
would end when wind dropped and it did (Gafta slide 45). 
 JET STREAM changes are the key driver of weather extremes 
and real climate changes. JET STREAM Changes are driven by 
solar activity predicted by Piers Corbyn’s SLAT.   At their report-
back at the Royal Society in Oct UN warmistas (IPCC) admitted 
they havn’t got a clue why the Jet Stream is going crazy 
because their models show ~nothing.   

 In new breakthroughs, as WeatherAction predicted 
(mid Dec) this Jan – esp start, middle and end is having 
amazing solar activity. Top, Coronal Holes Jan 8 to be 
Earth-Facing ~10th; Left, Solar Active Region AR1944 & 
Earth to scale bot rt; Aurora Right http://spaceweather.com ; 
and also sudden warmings of parts of the stratosphere - 
heralding extra Jet stream waves & snow risk in N Hem.  
 Two important Top Red periods come into force 
early-mid-month: 10-12th R5 and 14-16th R5+ which 
will greatly enhance, frontal activity, winds, 
turbulence and rain/snow. 
Where is this crazy weather going? 

WeatherAction offers to help Government and Emergency 
services better prepare and cope with ongoing weather crisis 
Piers Corbyn wrote to Owen Paterson MP, Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs on 10 Jan offering:- 
(i) to provide longer ahead more reliable extreme weather warnings than currently available via standard meteorology / the MetO, and  
(ii) improve on short range warnings and tracks in more severe cases (eg of Oct 28 storm http://bit.ly/1cJL7rz and http://bit.ly/1eKoG5i ), 
(iii) to advise when the present series of extreme events will end.  
Piers says: “The world is now in the early stages of mini-Ice-age, wild jet stream, circulation patterns, as we predicted years ago and which 
will continue for decades.  This means the difficulties for standard meteorology are, as we warned, often formidable for more than a few 
days ahead. However WeatherAction can see ahead much further and better than all others so we can give vital help in warning of extreme 
events weeks and months ahead and indicate how standard models may under or overestimate strengths of events a day or hours ahead”. 
 


